This paper introduces a new faults detection and diagnosis (FDD) subsystem for microsatellite attitude determination systems which use one three-dimensional rate gyro and two vector sensors. This FDD subsystem includes two filters for residual generations, hypothesis tests for fault detections and a reference logic table for fault isolations and fault recovery. This automatic FDD subsystem helps to enhance the automatic ability of attitude determination flight software and to reduce the dependence on ground support. The scheme developed in this paper resolves the problem of the heavy and complex calculations during residual generation parts and therefore the delay in isolation process is also reduced. The numerical simulations for TSUBAME, a demonstration microsatellite of Tokyo Institute of Technology, are conducted and analyzed to demonstrate the working of this FDD subsystem.
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The local-error used in the state vector is represented by a vector of generalized Rodrigues parameters as:
A sensor is a converter that measures a physical quantity and converts it into a signal which can be read by an observer or instrument. The most common sensor faults/failures include: (a) drift; (b) sensor freezing; and (c) wrong calibration (includes bias, non-orthogonal, and scaling factor errors)
Since the three-component of the generalized Rodrigues parameters, in which the singularity can be placed anywhere from 180 deg to 360 deg 4),12) is used to represent small attitude errors, the singularity hardly occurs in practice. 
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Residual generation
Statistical tests
In the first phase of the FDD, the presence of unknown
Next step in the FDD scheme is intended to isolate and This is performed by designing two filters running in Table 1 . Fault isolation logic table. 
